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Farid biography. Born in the western Algeria in Oran, Farid at early age was very oriented to music, his

first Musical Instrument was a acoustic guitar that was a present on his eight birthday, open for him the

opportunity to discover the world of music that he loved. He started learning and practicing guitar by

listening to many pop music Legend from the 70 's and 80 's. (Jimi Hendrix. Led Zeppelin, pink Floyd,

genesis, Santana,) after years playing guitar, his patient for electronics make him a wide turn to explore

the Electronics synthesizers, sequencers and Drums Machines, that when he began to use in the studio

and gave him more expandability to explore his creativity in music. Mean while the rai music began to

have more popularity and influence on the young Algerian generation on that time. The Chebs and

Chebates (Mean Young) began singing the Rai by performing Live in the weddings and Cabarets , Farid

use to play with many bands in weddings and festivals accompanying some of the local singers of Rai in

Algeria. That was for him the beginning of his carrier in the rai music.After that he started performing on

the keyboard and sunthesizer instead of guitare . With the revolution of Rai music that went from

traditional instruments, (Derbouka, Tare, Violin, Accordion and a Nayati (flute or gasba) 20 years ago to

the new modern Rai with synthesizers electric guitar, drums, bass guitar, and drums machines Bring new

Image of Rai with more Funky and hip hop Rhythms that took the rai music to be heard around the world

and be known internationally (Cheb Khaled, Cheb Mami, Cheb Hasni). Farid opened his owned studio in

Oran point du jour in 1993 and had produced music for local rai singers and also for local TV station.

Many of the Albums that he worked on had a lot of success and are one of the top Rai Albums Like Cheb

Kadirou (E Nar egdate) Cheb Djelti el wahrani (Sobri Sobri) Cheba Kheira, Houari dauphin (ya la mima

Khalini Rouh), Cheb abdou (madri Madri), Cheb nani, Cheb Khalid, Cheba Zahouania, Cheba Noria
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(Tebghi laroubi), Cheb Othman "Kayen Rebbi " and Cheba Noria Ouin Rak targoud (See Rai superstar

CD released Nov 2002,Rhapsody), Ferkate El Mahboub (First Recorded karkabou style with drums and

bass). Ferkate el amjad (TV Show). Cheb Hamid, Cheb Fethi, Cheb abdelhak,Cheba Mouna, and many

other artist.
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